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SUMMARY

An automatic time stepping scheme with embedded error control is developed and applied to the
moisture-based Richards equation. The algorithm is based on the <rst-order backward Euler scheme,
and uses a numerical estimate of the local truncation error and an e=cient time step selector to control
the temporal accuracy of the integration. Local extrapolation, equivalent to the use of an unconditionally
stable Thomas–Gladwell algorithm, achieves second-order temporal accuracy at minimal additional costs.
The time stepping algorithm also provides accurate initial estimates for the iterative non-linear solver.
Numerical tests con<rm the ability of the scheme to automatically optimize the time step size to match
a user prescribed temporal error tolerance.

An important merit of the proposed method is its conceptual and computational simplicity. It can
be directly incorporated into existing or new software based on the backward Euler scheme (currently
prevalent in subsurface hydrologic modelling), and markedly improves their performance compared
with simple <xed or heuristic time step selection. The generality of the approach also makes possible
its use for solving PDEs in other engineering applications, where strong non-linearity, stability or
implementation considerations favour a simple and robust low-order method, or where there is a legacy
of backward Euler codes in current use. Copyright ? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Accurate and e=cient modelling of unsaturated 3ow is of great importance in environmental
science and engineering. Unsaturated 3ow models are routinely used in hydrology to estimate
in<ltration and runoB. In hydrogeology, these models serve to analyse the dynamics of the
surface–aquifer interface and to estimate contaminant migration. Prediction of soil moisture
variations is critical in analysing the behaviour of reactive soils, which is an important in-
frastructure issue in semi-arid locations such as Australia. High-pro<le areas of engineering,
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including nuclear waste repository design, are also dependent on accurate models of partially
saturated 3ows. Other uses include geochemical and agricultural applications.

Richards equation is typically used to describe unsaturated 3ows (e.g. References [1–3]),
and is derived from the continuity and Darcy equations. It is a highly non-linear PDE that
can be cast in several forms, depending on whether pressure, moisture, or both are used as
state variables. The moisture form of Richards equation is given by

@�
@t

−∇ ·D(�)∇�+
@K(�)
@z

=0 (1)

where � is the volumetric moisture content [−]; z is the (positive downward) depth [L], t
is time [T], K(�) is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity [L=T] and D(�) is the unsaturated
diBusivity [L2=T].

The highly non-linear dependence of the hydraulic conductivity and diBusivity on the mois-
ture content, in combination with the non-trivial forcing conditions that are often encountered
in engineering practice, makes Richards equation virtually intractable to analytic approaches.
The practical utility of analytic and semi-analytic solutions is limited by their restrictive
assumptions, which, most notably, are homogeneity of the soil medium and a simple mathe-
matical form for the constitutive and forcing functions. As a result, a multitude of numerical
algorithms, typically based on low-order <nite diBerence or <nite element schemes, have been
proposed to approximate Richards equation (e.g. References [4; 5]).

The spatial approximation of Richards equation is usually accomplished using <nite element
or <nite diBerence methods (e.g. References [4; 6]). Mass lumping is normally employed to
improve the numerical stability of <nite element models [4; 7]. An adaptive <nite element
algorithm has also been investigated [8].

The solution of the non-linear algebraic systems that arise in implicit numerical discretiza-
tions of Richards equation has been the subject of signi<cant research. Iterative schemes (e.g.
Picard, Newton, Newton–Krylov, fast-secant and relaxation methods), as well as non-iterative
methods (e.g. the implicit factored scheme) have been proposed [6; 9–13]. In practice, the
<xed-point (Picard) iteration scheme is prevalent due to its simplicity and satisfactory per-
formance (e.g. References [4; 9]). The treatment of the constitutive functions has also been
addressed, demonstrating improved solver performance when smooth interpolation is used [14].

This paper focuses on the appropriate handling of numerical errors that are associated
with the temporal approximation of unsaturated moisture 3ows. Previous studies indicate the
signi<cance of this aspect for reliable numerical simulations. For example, Celia et al. [4]
and Rathfelder and Abriola [15] highlighted the importance of adequate time approximation
for the conservation of mass in the pressure form of Richards equation. Empirical assessment
of simple time stepping schemes, including the backward Euler and Crank–Nicolson schemes,
showed that second-order schemes are generally more e=cient than <rst-order schemes,
although <rst-order schemes are more cost-eBective at coarse stepsizes [9; 16]. Other time
stepping schemes used for Richards equation include the three-level Lees’ scheme [9], the
Douglas–Jones predictor–corrector method [17], implicit Runge–Kutta schemes [18] and
backward-diBerence formulae [5].

However, a major weakness of most time stepping algorithms applied to Richards equation
is their approach to stepsize selection. Indeed, the two most common time stepping strategies
are:
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(a) Uniform time increments (e.g. References [4; 9] and most other studies). This technique
tacitly assumes that the behaviour of the solution is constant throughout the simulation.
Under variable forcing conditions, the solutions vary widely in character and uniform
time stepping becomes inappropriate;

(b) Heuristic approaches, which vary the stepsize according to the convergence of the non-
linear solver (e.g. References [15; 19]). However, the absence of a clear quantitative link
between the discretization errors and solver performance yields little, if any, theoretical
guidance for optimizing and verifying the heuristic algorithms. Additionally, heuristic
techniques lack generality with respect to diBerent non-linear solvers, especially for non-
iterative implementations.

These standard approaches for stepsize variation within numerical hydrological simulations
are crude, since no attempt is made to rigorously monitor the adequacy of the stepsize for
the particular solution behaviour. At the same time, adaptive integration has become standard
practice in numerical ODE analysis. As elegantly stated by Press et al. [20] (pp. 553, 534):

We consider adaptive stepsize control : : : essential for serious computing [: : :]. Many
small steps should tiptoe through treacherous terrain, while a few great strides should
speed through smooth uninteresting countryside. The resulting gains in e=ciency are
not mere tens of percents or factors of two; they can sometimes be factors of ten,
hundred, or more.

Recently, Tocci et al. [5], Miller et al. [14] and Williams and Miller [21] described the
application of an existing diBerential-algebraic equation solver (DASPK) to integrate in time
the pressure form of Richards equation, with the speci<c aim of providing automatic time step
selection and error control. This paper also presents a technique for improving the temporal
integration, but speci<cally designed for use in practical codes for Richards equation and non-
linear PDEs in general, which tend to use simple low-order methods such as the backward
Euler scheme.

The DASPK algorithm employed by Tocci et al. [5] is a variable-stepsize variable-order
(up to <fth) diBerential-algebraic equation (DAE) solver. Whilst high-order schemes quickly
become more e=cient than low-order approximations as the error tolerance is decreased, hy-
drologic and engineering practice rarely demands accuracy <ner than about 0.1%. In practical
subsurface 3ow simulations, the uncertainty in the soil hydraulic properties and the forc-
ing conditions usually exceeds numerical approximation errors. At low to medium accuracy
requirements, high-order does not necessarily translate into high performance. For example,
Wood [16] (p. 264) states that, for a particular test problem, second-order formulations (the
Crank–Nicolson scheme) outperformed <rst-order methods (the backward Euler scheme) only
when relative errors below 0.005% were required. The work of Paniconi et al. [9] also sug-
gests that <rst-order schemes are competitive with second-order schemes when coarse time
steps are used. In these circumstances, a variable order algorithm may be limited to its low-
order formulae, in many cases precisely the backward Euler method. Indeed, the results of
Tocci et al. [5] indicate that DASPK has a similar e=ciency to the backward Euler scheme
at low to medium accuracy requirements, and is much more e=cient at <ne error tolerances,
as the order of the approximation is progressively increased.

A limitation of many standard ODE solvers is their inability to handle problems with
several state vectors, such as the semi-discrete mixed form of Richards equation. Whilst DAE
algorithms can, in principle, integrate the semi-discrete mixed Richards equation, such work
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has not yet been done. In this paper, the general methodology for the new method is presented
and applied to the moisture form of Richards equation. In a companion paper [22], the scheme
is generalized to the mixed form of the equation, leading to an intrinsically mass conservative
algorithm.

Stability constraints, related to the stiBness of the ODEs that arise following the <nite
element or <nite diBerence spatial approximation of parabolic PDEs such as Richards equation,
may also limit the order of accuracy available to an ODE integrator [16; 23]. Approximations
of higher order than the governing DE itself are potentially unstable, due to the risk of
extraneous solutions [20]. Hence, in practice, it may be prudent to employ robust <rst- and
second-order time stepping schemes, especially if they come with the added bene<t of easier
code maintenance (due to its simplicity).

In engineering applications, it is desirable to use simple approaches for adaptive time step
selection. The algorithm presented in this paper is based on the widely used backward Euler
scheme and can therefore be easily incorporated into existing unsaturated 3ow codes. A variant
of this scheme was introduced by Sloan and Abbo [24] for the integration of elastoplastic con-
solidation equations in geomechanics, and was found to provide appreciable gains in accuracy
and e=ciency over existing constant-stepsize and heuristic time stepping formulations [25].

This study extends the approach of Sloan and Abbo [24] to the numerical time integration
of the moisture-based Richards equation. Although incapable of modelling discrete material
pro<les or variably saturated=unsaturated 3ows, the moisture form is inherently mass conser-
vative (unlike the pressure form) and, as it contains a single state variable, is well suited
for a clear development of the formulation. The use of a single spatial dimension (depth z)
further facilitates the presentation and empirical assessment of the time stepping algorithm.
Since we propose the new scheme as an improvement to be incorporated into existing and
new backward Euler codes, the performance benchmarking will also focus on these simple
but widely used schemes.

2. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

For the numerical solution of PDEs such as Richards equation, it is convenient to decouple
the issues of temporal and spatial accuracy by applying a <nite element approximation to the
spatial operator, while employing time marching methods to integrate the resulting initial-value
problem. The proposed formulation treats a spatially discretized form of Richards equation
as a system of simultaneous ODEs and controls the temporal errors by applying concepts
developed in the <eld of ODE analysis.

2.1. Spatial approximation

The Galerkin <nite element method is widely used for the solution of PDEs such as the mois-
ture form of Richards equation (e.g. Reference [2]). Regardless of the spatial dimensionality
of the problem, it leads to the following <rst-order ODE system, of rank equal to the total
number of nodes in the spatial mesh

M
dX
dt

+KX=F (2)
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where M;K and F are the global <nite element matrices. M is commonly referred to as
the mass (or time) matrix, K is the conductivity matrix and F is a generalized forcing vector
(which also contains the boundary 3uxes). When one-dimensional vertical 3ows are simulated
and linear basis functions are used for both the state variable and the constitutive functions,
the elemental matrices are given by

m(e)
i; j =

∫ L(e)

0
NiNj dz ⇒ M(e) =

L(e)

6

[
2 1
1 2

]
⇒M(e)

L =
L(e)

2

[
1 0
0 1

]
(3)

k(e)i; j =
∫ L(e)

0
D
@Ni
@z
@Nj
@z

dz ⇒ K(e) =
D(e)

L(e)

[
1 −1
−1 1

]
(4)

f(e)
i =

∫ L(e)

0
K
@Ni
@z

dz +
[(
D
@�
@z

− K
)
Ni

]L(e)
0

⇒ F(e) =K (e)
[

1
−1

]
+
[
q1
q2

]
(5)

where N is the set of basis functions and L(e) is the elemental length. The elemental values of
D and K are evaluated using arithmetic means, D(e) = 1=2(D1 +D2) and K (e) = 1=2(K1 +K2),
where the subscripts denote the local node index. The boundary 3ux q vanishes at all interior
nodes and at boundary nodes where Dirichlet conditions (speci<ed moisture content) are
imposed.

To improve the numerical stability of (2), the mass matrix M has been diagonalized
(lumped), as shown in (3). Although lumping introduces numerical diBusion, it eliminates
undesirable oscillations generated by consistent (unlumped) mass matrices [4].

It is emphasized that any other approach that generates a spatially discrete ODE system
similar to (2) could be used. As the current development is concerned with the time integration
of Richards equation, the simple choice of spatial discretization given by (2)–(5) is su=cient.

2.2. Temporal integration

Applied ODE analysis makes extensive use of a posteriori local truncation error estimates
obtained by comparing two approximations of adjacent order of accuracy [23]. Alternative
approaches to error estimation include comparing solutions obtained with diBerent time step
sizes [20] or, less commonly, using a priori estimates [26]. The simplest and most common
numerical schemes for the solution of (2) belong to the weighted Euler diBerence family:

[M+ �QtKn+�]Vn+� =−Kn+�Xn + Fn+� (6)

Xn+1 = Xn + QtVn+� (7)

where Vn+� is an O(Qt) approximation of (dX=dt)n+� and Kn+�=K(Xn + �QtVn+�). The
Euler scheme is cast in the form of (6)–(7) to exploit similarities with the Thomas–Gladwell
family presented below.

The parameter � varies in the range 0→ 1. The �-schemes are unconditionally stable when
�¿1=2 and are O(Qt) accurate, with the exception of the O(Qt2)-convergent Crank–Nicolson
scheme (�=1=2). Setting �=1 leads to the backward Euler (fully implicit) scheme, which
is only <rst-order accurate, but very stable and hence ideally suited for the integration of stiB
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ODE systems that arise from <nite element or <nite diBerence semi-discretization of parabolic
PDEs such as Richards equation [16]. Although formally more accurate, the Crank–Nicolson
scheme often suBers from troublesome bounded oscillations induced by abrupt changes in
forcing and boundary conditions and is therefore less popular in engineering practice than the
backward Euler scheme [16].

A family of approximations, proposed by Thomas and Gladwell [27] for the solution of
second-order ODE systems, can also be applied, as a special case, to the <rst-order system
(2). These approximations are given by

[’2 QtM+ ’3 Qt2K]RXn =−MẊn −K(Xn + ’1 Qt Ẋn) + Fn+’1 (8)

Xn+1 = Xn + Qt Ẋn + 1=2Qt2 RXn (9)

Ẋn+1 = Ẋn + Qt RXn (10)

where the matrix K is evaluated as K(Xn + ’1 Qt Ẋn + ’3 Qt2 RXn). The schemes are uncondi-
tionally stable provided 2’3¿’1¿1=2 and ’2¿1=2 [27]. When applied to <rst-order ODEs,
the Thomas–Gladwell schemes are O(Qt2) convergent provided ’1 =’2 [16].

While the mass matrix M is constant for the semi-discrete moisture form of Richards
equation, for other PDEs (e.g., the pressure form of Richards equation) M may be non-linear
in the state variable. Both the Euler and Thomas–Gladwell families handle such cases in a
straightforward fashion, using intermediate approximations M(Xn + �QtVn+�) and M(Xn +
’1 Qt Ẋn + ’3 Qt RXn), respectively.

The Thomas–Gladwell equations can be re-arranged as follows:

[’2M+ ’3 QtK]Ẋn+1 = [−(1− ’2)MẊn − (’1 − ’3)QtKẊn]−KXn + Fn+’1 (11)

Xn+1 = Xn + 1=2Qt(Ẋn + Ẋn+1) (12)

It can be observed that the non-linear systems (6) and (11) are quite similar and, in fact, can be
made identical by setting �=’1 =’3 and ’2 = 1. In doing so, the Euler and Thomas–Gladwell
solution estimates are evaluated after the solution of a single non-linear system, which is a very
valuable e=ciency advantage. Additionally, the vectors containing the numerical estimates of
the <rst derivative coincide, so that Vn+�≡ Ẋn+1 = Ẋn + Qt RXn. These properties simplify the
algorithm and lead to a compact and e=cient implementation with minimal computer storage.

The combination of the single non-linear system inversion with the O(Qt2) accuracy
requirement of the Thomas–Gladwell family limits the choice of weighting parameters to

�=’1 =’2 =’3 = 1 (13)

It is also bene<cial that the parameter choice (13) satis<es the unconditional stability
requirements of both the Euler diBerence and Thomas–Gladwell approximations. Unconditional
stability is a highly desirable property of practical time stepping algorithms, as it permits the
stepsize to be regulated purely by accuracy requirements, unhindered by stability restrictions.
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Selecting the parameter set (13), and noting that Ẋn+1≡Vn+1, leads to the following set of
equations:

[M+ QtKn+1]Ẋn+1 =−Kn+1Xn + Fn+1 (14)

Xn+1
(1) = Xn + Qt Ẋn+1 (15)

Xn+1
(2) = Xn + 1=2Qt(Ẋn + Ẋn+1) (16)

where the subscripts in (15) and (16) indicate the order of accuracy of the solution estimates.
Since the matrices K and F are non-linear (and M is non-linear when solving the pressure
form of Richards equation), it is also necessary to specify the argument they are evaluated
with: Xn+1

(1) or Xn+1
(2) . In fact, using Xn+1

(2) transforms (14)–(16) into an Adams–Moulton method,
while using Xn+1

(1) leads to the backward Euler=Thomas–Gladwell pair as originally designed.
Whilst both the Adams–Moulton and Thomas–Gladwell schemes are second-order accurate,
we prefer to use Xn+1

(1) to exploit the strong stability properties of the backward Euler scheme
and, importantly, to maintain equivalence with existing backward Euler codes.

The parameter set (13) has the following additional advantages [24]:

(1) The forcing vector F(X; t) is evaluated exactly at the end of the time step, making any
intermediate interpolations unnecessary;

(2) The <rst-order solution (15) is the very stable and reliable backward Euler approxima-
tion, which is ubiquitous in engineering software and therefore conceptually accessible to
practitioners.

The ability to compute two solution estimates of adjacent order of accuracy at the cost of the
inversion of a single non-linear system can now be exploited to devise a simple and eBective
adaptive algorithm.

2.3. Error control and adaptive stepsize variation

The diBerence between the <rst- and second-order approximations to the ODEs is a measure
of the truncation error of the scheme (15) incurred during the (n+1)th time step Qtn+1 from
tn→ tn+1:

en+1 = Xn+1
(1) − Xn+1

(2) =Qtn+1Ẋn+1 − 1=2Qtn+1(Ẋn + Ẋn+1)

= 1=2Qtn+1(Ẋn+1 − Ẋn)=1=2(Qtn+1)2 RXn (17)

Equation (17) can be shown through Taylor series expansions to be an O(Qt2) estimate of
the local truncation error of the <rst-order backward Euler approximation.

Having estimated the local error of the time integration at the (n+1)th step, a decision can
be made whether to accept or reject the time step. Although the in<nity norm ‖e‖∞ could
be used to constrain the largest absolute error across the entire soil moisture pro<le, it is
preferable to enforce fractional accuracy by using a relative error norm ‖e‖r . This type of
error control has the advantage of making the user tolerance � independent of the magnitude
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of the solution. The (n+ 1)th time step is accepted if

∥∥en+1
∥∥
r ≡ max

i

∣∣∣∣ en+1
i

�n+1
i

∣∣∣∣6� (18)

Regardless of whether the step is accepted or not, the node index of the maximal error is
stored as iCrit.

The ability of an adaptive time marching method to select the appropriate stepsize for the
next time step is paramount for algorithm e=ciency. The time step selector is derived by
noting that

∥∥en+1
∥∥
r = max

i

∣∣∣∣∣1=2
R�ni (Qt

n+1)2

�n+1
i

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣1=2

R�niCrit(Qt
n+1)2

�n+1
iCrit

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣1=2Qt

n+1(�̇ n+1
iCrit − �̇ niCrit

� n+1
iCrit

∣∣∣∣∣ (19)

Enforcing ‖en+1‖r6� at tn+1 leads to the relation

Qtn+16

√√√√2�

∣∣∣∣∣�
n+1
iCrit
R�niCrit

∣∣∣∣∣ (20)

Although RXn is unknown at tn, it can be approximated with O(Qt) accuracy by RXn≈ RXn−1,
provided Qtn+1 is su=ciently small and ‖RX(t)‖ is continuous and bounded in t. Equations
(10) and (17) then give RXn≈ RXn−1 = (Ẋn − Ẋn−1)=Qtn=2en=(Qtn)2. A <rst estimate of the
(n+ 1)th time step Qtn+1

1 is then obtained by substituting this approximation into (20):

Qtn+1
1 6Qtn

√
�

‖en‖r
=Qtn

√
�
∣∣∣∣�niCrite niCrit

∣∣∣∣ (21)

The adequacy of Qtn+1
1 given by (21) is directly veri<ed by (17) and (18) after the solution

of (14). If unsatisfactory, the time step is repeated with a smaller stepsize, again predicted
by (20), but now substituting the new, more accurate value ‖en+1‖r instead of ‖en‖r:

Qtn+1
j+16Qtn+1

j

√
�∥∥en+1
j

∥∥
r

=Qtn+1
j

√√√√�
∣∣∣∣∣�

n+1
iCrit; j

e n+1
iCrit; j

∣∣∣∣∣ (22)

where the subscript j indexes the consecutive time step estimates.
The stepsize selector (20) ensures that time periods where the moisture content varies

strongly non-linearly (suggesting large truncation errors in the linear backward Euler approx-
imation) are carefully ‘tiptoed’ with a reduced stepsize. It is also emphasized that Equations
(17)–(22) agree with the generalized formulae developed in ODE analysis to provide an e=-
cient and consistent stepsize variation [23]. Finally, it is possible to implement more general
error conditions, which account for both absolute and relative errors. Indeed, in the companion
paper [22], we use a mixed absolute-relative error test when applying the error control scheme
to the pressure and mixed forms of Richards equation. However, in the case of the moisture-
based Richards equation, the solution (the soil moisture) rarely vanishes and therefore the
relative error test (18) is su=cient.

In practice, it is prudent to modify the stepsize selection to guard against round-oB
errors and numerical noise. Safety factor and stepsize multiplier constraints are introduced
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as follows:

Qtn+1
1 =Qtn× min

(
s
√

�
max(‖en‖r ;EPS)

; rmax

)
(23)

Qtn+1
j+1 =Qtn+1

j × max


s
√

�
max(‖en+1

j ‖r ;EPS)
; rmin


 (24)

Setting rmin
∼=0:1 and rmax

∼=4:0 smoothes stepsize transitions and guards against dramatic
changes in stepsize. The safety factor s∼=0:8–0.9 prevents steps that just fail to meet the
local error requirements. EPS is a machine constant (∼10−10) that prevents 3oating point
errors if ‖RXn‖r ∼ 0.

2.4. Initiation of time stepping

In order to start the time marching from an initial time t0, the initial derivative dX=dt|t = t0 = Ẋ0
and an initial time step estimate Qt0 are necessary. The former can be computed by inverting
the governing ODEs:

Ẋ0 = [M]−1(−K0X0 + F0) (25)

It is noted that, in general, at the (n + 1)th time step, the derivative vector Ẋn is already
available from the previous, nth time step. Therefore, Equation (25) is used only at the <rst
time step. Moreover, re-calculating Ẋn at each step using the explicit formula (25) makes the
scheme equivalent to a Runge–Kutta scheme, which, although still second-order accurate, is
only conditionally stable and unsuited to the integration of stiB ODE problems.

If the scheme is applied to semi-discrete PDEs with a non-linear mass matrix M=M(X)
(e.g., the pressure form of Richards equation), then Equation (25) still represents a linear
system in Ẋ0 (since M0 is completely determined by the known X0). Its inversion cost remains
negligible compared to the cost of the non-linear iterations at the subsequent time steps.

An accurate and cheap estimate of the <rst time step Qt0 enhances the e=ciency of the
algorithm and can be obtained as follows:

Qt0 = min

{
(toutput − t0); s

√
�

/
max

(
EPS;max

i

∣∣∣∣∣ Ẋ
0
i

X0i

∣∣∣∣∣
)}

(26)

Equation (26) originates in ODE software design and is based on Taylor series analysis [23].
It is consistent with (24) and makes use of all readily available data, including user knowledge
(distance to output point toutput) and anticipated solution behaviour (given by Ẋ0).

2.5. Local extrapolation

Although the error controller (17) approximates the local truncation error of the <rst-order
accurate backward Euler scheme (15), it is advantageous to store and march forward the
higher order Thomas–Gladwell estimate given by (16). This is equivalent to adding the local
error estimate at each time step to the lower order approximation itself and is termed ‘local
extrapolation’. Local extrapolation raises the order of accuracy of the solution and is hence
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widely used in ODE software [23]. It also improves the control of global errors, since (17)
is only an approximate and local error estimate.

2.6. Solution of the non-linear systems

Since Richards equation and its semi-discrete analogue (2) are non-linear, implicit integrators
give rise to non-linear algebraic systems at each time step. The new automatic time stepping
algorithm developed in this paper can be employed with any non-linear solver applicable to
(14). In this analysis, the iterative Picard scheme is used because it is simple, does not require
Jacobian data and is widely used in practical software for Richards equation. The following
linearized system must be inverted at each iteration:

[M+ QtKn+1; m]Ẋn+1; m+1 = −Kn+1; mXn + Fn+1; m (27)

where m is the iteration counter. As discussed above, we employ Kn+1; m=K(Xn+1; m
(1) ) and

Fn+1; m=F(Xn+1; m
(1) ) in order to maintain equivalence with the backward Euler method.

Iterations can be terminated when a relative convergence test of the form maxi |(Xn+1; m+1
i −

Xn+1; m
i )=Xn+1; m+1

i |6�PI (where �PI is the Picard iteration tolerance) is satis<ed. It is sensible to
use the same type of error test (enforcing fractional accuracy in the solution) in the truncation
error controller and in the non-linear solver. It has been shown that, in general, it may not
be necessary or su=cient to set �PI¡� [28]. Unfortunately, it is di=cult to a priori establish
whether this is the case. In practice we recommend setting �PI¡� (e.g. �PI = 0:01� in this
study) to attempt to constrain the residual errors of the non-linear solver below the truncation
errors of the time stepping scheme. Previous empirical assessment justi<es this approach [25].

2.7. Initial solution estimates for the non-linear iteration

The sensitivity of non-linear iterative processes to the choice of initial solution estimates
Xn+1;0 is well-known (e.g. References [20; 29]). Most existing algorithms simply re-use Xn
(e.g. References [4; 9]); some extrapolated methods have also been suggested [30]. In the
context of the adaptive scheme, accurate initial estimates can be easily designed, e.g. the
quadratic estimate

Xn+1;0 = Xn + Qtn+1Ẋn + 1=2(Qtn+1)2 RXn−1 (28)

The acceleration RXn−1 is given by the <nite diBerence RXn−1 = (Ẋn−Ẋn−1)=Qtn. The estimate (28)
is clearly more consistent with the O(Qt2) accuracy of the Thomas–Gladwell approximation
than Xn and is easily calculated using information already stored for the adaptive error control
algorithm. More importantly, the adaptive time stepping scheme automatically ensures that
the initial guesses given by (28) are accurate. The error of the prediction (28) is related to
1=2(Qtn+1)2 RXn (the truncation error of the backward Euler scheme) and is hence indirectly
controlled by the time step selection mechanism.

2.8. Intermediate and 0nal output times

The ‘look-ahead’ technique is used to meet the intermediate and <nal output times [23]:

1. Check whether toutput can be reached in a single step Qtn+1, i.e.,

tcurrent + Qtn+1¿toutput; (29)
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2. Yes ⇒ truncate Qt to produce output at toutput: Qtn+1 = toutput − tcurrent. Perform time step;
3. No ⇒ check whether toutput can be reached in two steps Qtn+1, i.e., tcurrent +2Qtn+1¿toutput;
4. Yes ⇒ equalise the time steps, that, is set Qtn+1 =1=2(toutput − tcurrent). Perform time step;
5. No ⇒ proceed with un-altered time step Qtn+1.

The main advantage of this approach is that it avoids undesirable abrupt changes in time step.
For the purposes of this study, the simple procedure given above is eBective and su=cient.

2.9. Time integration over discontinuities

The proposed error control cannot obtain accurate estimates of the truncation error and time
stepsize when discontinuous boundary conditions are imposed, since the solution derivatives
become in<nite or unde<ned at the discontinuities. In such cases, the algorithm is stopped at
the discontinuity (the look-ahead method (29) can be used to ‘land’ on any particular time),
the initial and boundary conditions adjusted according to the discontinuity and a re-start (25)–
(26) performed. This procedure is mathematically proper and e=cient, since (i) any numerical
approximation relies at least on continuity in the primary variable; (ii) information (e.g.
derivatives) prior to the singularity is mathematically irrelevant for the subsequent solution
behaviour; and (iii) the marginal cost of internal re-starts is minimal for most reasonable
forcing conditions.

The requirement for algorithm re-initialization to handle discontinuous boundary conditions
is not a limitation imposed by the adaptive error control scheme. An uncontrolled backward
Euler or Thomas–Gladwell time stepping algorithm would incur a large error if simply al-
lowed to integrate over a discontinuity. In particularly severe cases, the non-linear solver may
simply not converge. Conversely, the adaptive error control is able to identify a problem
and explicitly alert the user. When an automatic internal re-start is implemented, the adaptive
scheme integrates over discontinuities with no loss of accuracy and at minimal additional cost
(as will be shown in test problem B).

2.10. Incorporation into existing software

An important merit of the proposed adaptive time stepping and error control algorithm is
the ease with which it can be incorporated into existing backward Euler codes with <xed or
heuristic stepsize selection. Although most backward Euler implementations do not explicitly
compute the <rst derivatives V, these vectors can be back-calculated by diBerencing the
solution:

Vn+1 = Ẋn+1 =
(
Xn+1
(1) − Xn

)/
Qtn+1 (30)

The evaluation of (30) and the stepsize selector itself are computationally cheap, especially
compared to the inversion of the <nite element matrices at each iteration, and should not
introduce any noticeable computational burden into the time stepping. However, they will im-
prove the accuracy and e=ciency of the codes, making them capable of automatic adaptation
to particular solution behaviours. The improved initial estimate for the non-linear iterations,
easily available as a by-product of the time step adaptation, can further improve the compu-
tational e=ciency of the code. We also recommend the look-ahead technique and the internal
re-start option to further improve the operational robustness of the code.
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Backward Euler algorithms are widely used in hydrologic and engineering practice and
there is a legacy of codes using time step selection rules that are out of step with current
ODE integration standards. The practical value of the proposed technique is therefore in the
opportunity to upgrade existing software and improve practical computational standards.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two test problems are considered in order to examine the performance of the adaptive scheme
and compare it with standard time stepping methods for Richards equation. Problem A repre-
sents a monotonic in<ltration into an initially very dry soil, driven by time-constant Dirichlet
boundary conditions. Whilst a relatively simple problem, it is included to allow direct compar-
ison with other published solutions of Richards equation [4; 15]. Problem B represents a more
complex 3ow regime driven by time-varying boundary conditions. These forcing conditions
demand a more dynamic variation in stepsize than problem A.

In both test problems, the domain consists of a 60-cm vertical column of soil with the
hydraulic properties described by the van Genuchten constitutive functions:

K(�) =Ks�1=2e {1− (1− �1=me )m}2 (31)

D(�) =
(1−m)Ks

�m(�s − �r)�
m−2=2m
e

{
1

(1− �1=me )m
+ (1− �1=me )m − 2

}
(32)

where �e = (� − �r)=�s − �r and �s = 0:368 (saturated moisture content), �r = 0:102 (residual
moisture content), �=0:0335; n=2; m=0:5 and Ks = 0:00922 (cm=s). These soil parameters
are taken from Celia et al. [4] and correspond to a type of New Mexico soil.

In the absence of analytical solutions, surrogate ‘exact’ solutions are required for the as-
sessment of accuracy and e=ciency of the algorithms. The reference solution is approximated
numerically by the adaptive scheme with very tight truncation error and iteration tolerances
(�=10−8 and �PI = 10−10). This ensures that any diBerences between ‘exact’ and ‘approxi-
mate’ solutions are dominated by the truncation error of the ‘approximate’ solution. Since a
relative error test is used in the truncation error controller, the actual errors are also expressed
in a relative form, de<ned as �(tn)= max

i
|�ni − U�ni = U�

n
i |, where U�ni is the ‘exact’ solution and i

indexes the nodes in the <nite element mesh. The error pro<le is obtained by computing the
‘exact’ and ‘approximate’ solutions at a series of a priori speci<ed times.

Unless noted otherwise, all solutions are obtained using identical spatial grids comprising
100 linear elements of uniform size. The use of identical spatial approximations isolates the
errors introduced by the temporal discretization of the ODE system (2) and facilitates the
analysis of temporal accuracy.

In all adaptive runs, the non-linear iteration tolerance is set to �PI = 0:01� to exclude residual
non-linear solver errors, which are super3uous in the temporal error analysis. The auxiliary
constraints in (24) are set to s=0:85; rmax =4:0 and rmin =0:1. The motivation for the choice
of these parameters is discussed by Kavetski et al. [22], where it is shown that the performance
of the adaptive scheme is robust with respect to moderate changes in these parameters.
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The new adaptive time stepping scheme is compared with two currently standard approaches
for time integration of Richards equation: uniform and heuristic time stepping schemes.

The stepsize for the uniform scheme was chosen to result in a similar maximum relative
error to the presented runs of the adaptive scheme. This allows a direct comparison of the
computational eBort required by the schemes to obtain solutions of a similar accuracy. In all
the results presented for the <xed-step scheme, the standard initial estimates Xn+1;0 = Xn for
the Picard iterations have been used, instead of the extrapolated approach (28). This allows
a direct comparison of the proposed adaptive algorithm with existing implementations.

The heuristic time stepping method is an empirical technique where the time stepsize ad-
justment for the (n+1)th time step is based on the number of iterations (Niter) taken to solve
the non-linear system at the nth step:

if (Niter¡Nmin) → Qtn+1 =Qtn×Fincrease (if the iteration convergence is ‘fast’, increase
stepsize)
if (Niter¿Nmax)→Qtn+1 =Qtn×Fdecrease (if the iteration convergence is ‘slow’, reduce stepsize)
else → Qtn+1 =Qtn (if the iteration convergence is ‘medium’, retain stepsize)

Here, Nmax=min and Fincrease=decrease are problem-speci<c empirical constants, either embedded in
the code or chosen by the user. This method and similar heuristic schemes are common in
Richards equation solvers [9; 15; 19].

The performance parameters for the heuristic scheme are pre-optimized to produce uniform
error pro<les for a standard 3ow problem (Test Problem A) and then applied with no adjust-
ment to Test Problem B. This is how similar heuristic schemes are typically used in practice.
In order to separate the numerical issues of the order of accuracy and adaptive time step se-
lection, the heuristic stepsize variation is implemented for the Thomas–Gladwell scheme with
parameters (13), even though Thomas–Gladwell schemes are not commonly used for Richards
equation. This procedure ensures that any diBerence between the adaptive and heuristic scheme
is due solely to the time step selection method. While results are only presented for a heuris-
tic Thomas–Gladwell scheme, a backward Euler scheme with heuristic time stepping has also
been implemented and was found to be inferior to the Thomas–Gladwell method.

3.1. Test problem A

This test study consists of modelling monotonic in<ltration into the soil column. Boundary
moisture contents of �(z=0; t)=0:2004 and �(z=60; t)=0:11 are imposed. The initial con-
ditions are:

�(z; t=0)=

{
0:11; z¿0:6

0:2004− 0:2004− 0:11
0:6

z; 06z¡0:6
(33)

Temporal (and spatial) gradients vary greatly within the highly non-linear region at the toe of
the moisture front making the problem a good test of the various time integration schemes.

The solution obtained with the adaptive time stepping scheme is illustrated in Figure 1,
which shows the formation of an in<ltration (shock) front and its wave-like propagation

through the soil column. The <gure shows that the solution generated by the adaptive scheme
with �=10−2 is almost indistinguishable from the exact solution.

Figure 2 shows the error pro<le of the adaptive time stepping scheme for a range of
user-prescribed error tolerances (shown as � on the <gure). The magnitude of the errors is
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Figure 1. Moisture content as a function of depth at various times throughout the simulation.
The solution is obtained with an error tolerance �=10−2 and is almost indistinguishable

from the ‘exact-in-time’ solution.

Figure 2. Test problem A: relative errors of: (a) the adaptive scheme for various error
tolerances �; (b) the uniform scheme with various Qt; and (c) the heuristic schemes with

non-linear iteration tolerance �PI. The errors are shown up to t=20 000 s.
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Table I. Computational cost of the adaptive-stepsize solutions shown in Figure 2. CPU times are
for a Pentium II 350 MHz processor.

Truncation error tolerance � 10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4 10−5

Non-linear solver tolerance �PI 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6 10−7

Max. relative error in solution 5:58× 10−2 7:08× 10−3 7:10× 10−4 7:34× 10−5 7:70× 10−6

Number of successful time steps 55 249 788 2472 7782
Number of failed time steps 0 3 1 1 0
Total number of iterations 354 1050 2352 6917 15759
CPU time (s) 0.6 1.5 3.3 9.7 23.6

remarkably uniform throughout the entire integration, attesting to the consistency of the ap-
proximation and the reliability of the error control. The scheme has been tested with various
spatial discretizations, ranging from 10 to 10 000 elements. In all cases, similar uniform tem-
poral error pro<les were obtained, con<rming the robustness of the adaptive time stepping
mechanism with respect to the spatial discretization.

The second order convergence of the Thomas–Gladwell estimates is evident from Table I,
with the number of time steps increasing by a factor of ≈√

10 for a reduction in tolerance (and
actual errors) by a factor of ≈10. This trend con<rms that the algorithm remains second-order
convergent under variable-stepsize conditions.

The error pro<le obtained with the adaptive scheme is compared to those of the uniform and
heuristic schemes in Figure 2. The <gure shows that the backward Euler scheme with uniform
time step sizes suBers from signi<cant errors in the initial 3ows, with accuracy improving
with time. If accurate intermediate results are needed for the early times of the simulation,
the backward Euler approximation with <xed step size is inadequate unless very small time
steps are used. In addition, the <rst-order convergence of the scheme becomes a noticeable
limitation as the accuracy requirements are increased.

The heuristic scheme produces approximations that are qualitatively similar to those of
the adaptive scheme, with more or less uniform temporal errors throughout the integration
(Figure 2). However, for this problem the heuristic parameters have been optimized in a trial
and error process, with a priori knowledge of the exact solution.

The relative algorithm e=ciency can be assessed on the basis of actual accuracy for a given
computational cost, (Tables I–III). The total number of iterations can be used as the measure of
computational eBort since the CPU time is governed by the total number of matrix inversions,
rather than by the number of time steps. A single (Picard) iteration of the adaptive scheme
is identical to the iterations of the uniform and heuristic stepsize implementations. Only after
the non-linear solver converges does the marginal computational overhead associated with
the error estimation and stepsize selection take place. It is clear from Tables I and II that
the automatic time stepping algorithm is more accurate than the uniform backward Euler
scheme for a similar number of time steps and iterations (and time steps). The e=ciency
of the heuristic scheme (Table III)is roughly equivalent to the adaptive scheme. This can be
expected from the results in Figure 2, since the actual approximation formulae are identical
and the algorithms diBer only in stepsize selection—similar error pro<les imply similar time
step histories and hence similar e=ciency.

The stepsize evolution produced by the adaptive scheme is quite intuitive (Figure 3). Early
times (t¡∼4000 s) are characterized by very rapid and highly non-linear moisture 3ows
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Table II. Computational cost of the uniform-stepsize backward Euler
solutions shown in Figure 2.

Time step size Qt (s) 100 50
Non-linear solver tolerance �PI 10−3 10−4

Max. relative error in solution 7:49× 10−2 4:92× 10−2

Number of time steps 1000 2000
Number of non-linear iterations 2176 4992
CPU time (s) 3.1 7.1

Table III. Time stepping parameters and computational cost of the Thomas–Gladwell
solutions with optimized heuristic stepsize selection (Figure 2). Initial time step

Qt0 = 1 s in all cases. Note that the improved initial estimate (28) has been
used by the Picard non-linear solver.

Non-linear solver tolerance �PI 10−3 10−4 10−5

Nmin 8 4 3
Nmax 15 10 6
Fincrease 1.1 1.05 1.02
Fdecrease 0.95 0.95 0.95
Max. relative error in solution 1:44× 10−1 5:20× 10−3 3:22× 10−4

Number of time steps 103 352 1213
Number of non-linear iterations 437 1218 3347
CPU time (s) 0.6 1.7 4.9

Figure 3. Time step variation of the adaptive scheme throughout the integration of test problem A.

due to abrupt forcing. Fine time steps (Qt∼0:3–3 s) are selected in this time period. As the
in<ltration front reaches its constant velocity and shape during the remainder of the simulation,
the initially very fast stepsize growth decelerates and Qt approaches a constant value. Finally,
a dramatic rise in stepsize takes place as the in<ltration front reaches the end of the soil
column and the system equilibrates.
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The stepsize variation is also related to the spatial approximation. It is observed that time
step oscillations occur when a 100-element spatial grid is used. These oscillations disappear
for a 10 000-element grid (which eBectively generates a spatially continuous ODE system).
The oscillations are associated with the abrupt transition of the moisture front across the
boundaries of the elements and are probably exacerbated by the numerical discontinuity of
the moisture 3uxes at the nodes of the linear elements (@�=@z is unde<ned at the nodes). This
observation reveals a useful feature of mathematically based time stepping algorithms—they
not only directly control time errors, but also indirectly assess the adequacy of the spatial
approximation. It is seen from Figure 3 that the minimization of spatial errors produced by
the dense grid leads to a smooth variation in time step size that is qualitatively consistent
with the dissipative character of the solution.

The time step pro<le in Figure 3 also explains the poor performance of the uniform step
size algorithm. In order to achieve a given error, the uniform time stepping algorithm must
choose the smallest time step required throughout the simulation. In this case, the time step
size is determined by the large errors caused by the strong non-linearities at the beginning
of the simulation. The errors decrease at later times as these non-linearities weaken. As the
overall error in the solution is dominated by the initial errors, the eBort expended in using
small time steps is wasted for most of the simulation.

3.2. Test problem B

The second test study alters the forcing condition at the top of the soil column, imposing a
time dependent discontinuous Dirichlet boundary condition of the following form:

�(z=0; t)=




0:15 + 0:03 sin(16 500− 0:00015t) 0¡t650 000

0:25 50 000¡t665 000

0:14 t¿65 000

(34)

The moisture levels described by (34) follow a smooth sinusoid (one full period) and then
a sharp square pulse occurs at t=50000 s, followed by a return to low saturation levels at
t=65000 s. The boundary condition hence involves both smooth continuous variations as
well as sharp discontinuous changes. The 3ow patterns under this forcing are more complex
than in problem A, and involve a propagation of oscillating waves down the soil column,
both upward and downward 3ows, followed by a sharp shock when the step discontinuity at
t=50000s is reached. In order to maintain accuracy and e=ciency, a time stepping algorithm
must be able to adjust stepsize much more dynamically than was required for the monotonic
imbibition in the previous test problem.

The error pro<les for the adaptive, heuristic and uniform stepsize solutions with the bound-
ary condition (34) are shown in Figure 4, with the run time statistics in Tables IV–VI. The
performance settings of the heuristic scheme are retained from the previous case, where they
led to an accurate and cost-eBective solution. The uniform stepsize in the backward Euler
approximation was adjusted to lead to a maximum error of approximately 1%. No adjustment
of the adaptive scheme is necessary.

Figure 4 shows that the more complex boundary conditions did not signi<cantly aBect
the ability of the adaptive scheme to achieve uniform temporal error pro<les. At no time
within the simulation, neither during the smooth continuous variation, nor after the sharp
discontinuous jump in the boundary conditions, did the time approximation errors exceed the
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Figure 4. Test problem B: relative errors of the adaptive, uniform and heuristic schemes.

Table IV. Computational cost of the adaptive-stepsize solutions shown in Figure 4. CPU times are
for a Pentium II 350 MHz processor.

Truncation error tolerance � 10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4

Non-linear solver tolerance �PI 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6

Max. relative error in solution 8:56× 10−2 7:83× 10−3 7:49× 10−4 7:26× 10−5

Number of successful time steps 82 335 1052 3291
Number of failed time steps 1 15 6 15
Total number of iterations 501 1405 3150 88
CPU time (s) 0.7 1.9 4.3 12.3

Table V. Time stepping parameters and computational cost of the
Thomas–Gladwell solutions with optimized heuristic stepsize
selection (Figure 4). Initial time step Qt0 = 1 s in all cases.

Non-linear solver tolerance �PI 10−4 10−5

Nmin 8 4
Nmax 15 10
Fincrease 1.1 1.05
Fdecrease 0.95 0.95
Max. relative error in solution 1:80× 10−1 1:01× 10−1

Number of time steps 251 767
Number of non-linear iterations 970 2460
CPU time (s) 1.3 3.3
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Table VI. Computational cost of the uniform-stepsize
backward Euler solutions shown in Figure 4.

Time step size Qt (s) 50
Non-linear solver tolerance �PI 10−4

Max. relative error in solution 1:4× 10−2

Number of time steps 2000
Number of non-linear iterations 4204
CPU time (s) 4.0

Figure 5. Time step variation of the adaptive scheme throughout the integration of test problem B.

user-prescribed tolerance. This <nding demonstrates the reliability of the proposed scheme.
Conversely, the uniform and heuristic schemes produce approximations with very uneven
distributions of errors. For example, the uniform backward Euler scheme is very accurate at
20 000¡t¡50 000 s, but, after the jump in the boundary condition, the errors increase by a
factor of 100. It is also noted that the cost of this uniform solution (2000 time steps, 4200
iterations) is the largest of all simulations shown in Figure 4. The heuristic scheme also has
problems adjusting to the solution behaviour. Its error grows progressively throughout the
simulation, even during the smooth sinusoidal variations at the Dirichlet node. Similarly to
the case with the uniform scheme, the jump discontinuity at t=50000 s leads to a dramatic
increase in error (also by about 2.5 orders of magnitude) in the heuristic scheme.

The time step histories for the adaptive and heuristic schemes are shown in Figure 5.
It is immediately apparent that the approximation of 3ows induced by the non-trivial time
dependent Dirichlet boundary condition requires a time step variation that is subtler than
that required for the monotonic imbibition in the <rst test problem. The peaks in stepsize
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correspond to the time where the sinusoidal moisture variation at the Dirichlet boundary
reaches its low point, and to the period following the decrease of the boundary saturation
after the square wave recedes. The proposed adaptive algorithm extracts the relevant error
information from internal approximations to the time derivatives and, using 3exible stepsize
multipliers, successfully adapts to the solution behaviour (as seen in Figure 4).

Conversely, the performance of the non-linear (Picard) solver is insu=ciently informative
about the likely temporal errors, and so the heuristic scheme is unable to adapt neither to the
smooth continuous variation in forcing at t¡50 000 s, nor to the subsequent square pulse. In
addition, it can be seen that the <xed stepsize multipliers excessively constrain the heuristic
scheme. The fact that these multipliers performed very well for the previous test problem
does not translate into good performance when the forcing patterns are altered. Finally, the
user cannot explicitly control the errors when employing the heuristic scheme because the
non-linear solver tolerances (10−4 and 10−5) are not directly related to the temporal errors in
the solution (1:8× 10−1 and 1:0× 10−1).

3.3. General remarks on heuristic vs adaptive time stepping

Although the heuristic stepsize schemes can be optimized to produce error pro<les that are
qualitatively similar to those of the adaptive scheme, they have the following limitations:

(1) The optimal heuristic time stepping parameters depend on the particular 3ow regime in
the simulation. In the present case, a trial and error optimization process was employed,
with a priori knowledge of the exact solution. In practice, where the solution behaviour is
largely unknown, the accuracy and e=ciency of the integration becomes dependent on the
ability of the user to correctly determine the heuristic time stepping parameters. The pri-
mary means of specifying the accuracy of the heuristic scheme is the non-linear iteration
tolerance. This tolerance is not directly related to the temporal accuracy of the solution;

(2) Variation of the empirical factors required during the simulation of non-trivial 3ow con-
ditions (e.g. with intermittent rain, drainage or recharge) may be necessary, but codes
implementing the heuristic scheme usually employ a single set of heuristic parameters. It is
noted that while the adaptive scheme also introduces what can be viewed as performance-
tuning parameters (Equations (23) and (24)), these play only an auxiliary, safeguarding
role to the main time step selection mechanism and need not be changed from simu-
lation to simulation. Conversely, the heuristic parameters constitute the very essence of
the heuristic scheme and, ideally, must be optimized and veri<ed by the user for each
particular 3ow problem;

(3) The stepsize is linked to the non-linear solver via an empirical relation that depends on
the particular non-linear solver used. If a diBerent, e.g. more e=cient scheme is imple-
mented, or more accurate initial estimates for the iterations are supplied, the empirical
factors must be changed. Moreover, heuristic rules based on the number of iterations per
time step are fundamentally incompatible with non-iterative non-linear solvers. Paniconi
et al. [9] describe some non-iterative solvers that hold promise for Richards equation,
but common heuristic schemes cannot exploit their advantages. Conversely, virtually any
non-linear solver can be used to invert the non-linear implicit systems of the adaptive time
stepping scheme. The Picard iteration scheme is chosen here to simplify the presentation,
although any other approach is also easily implemented. It is much simpler to upgrade
the non-linear solver within the adaptive scheme than within a heuristic algorithm.
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3.4. Veri0cation of results in a practical simulation (with unknown solution)

In current practice, the user of a <xed-stepsize code arrives to the <nal choice of stepsize only
after convergence studies with a series of uniform time steps, and strongly non-linear local
behaviour may signi<cantly delay convergence across the entire temporal grid. The veri<cation
of the heuristic scheme may include altering the heuristic parameters, the quantitative eBect
of which is not immediately apparent for a particular problem. Conversely, the validation
of the automatic algorithm is simpler, requiring the re-running the scheme with a range of
error tolerances (e.g. �=10−2 → 10−3 → 10−4), which should constrain the temporal error
pro<le more or less uniformly. Naturally, if the solutions do not converge as the tolerance is
reduced, the results are suspect. A somewhat simpler veri<cation methodology is a valuable
practical advantage in addition to the automatic stepsize optimization, making the adaptive
scheme more reliable and cheaper in terms of the ultimate CPU and user eBort per simulation
than either the uniform or heuristic algorithms.

3.5. General applicability of the proposed algorithm

Finally, although the present analysis focuses on the unsaturated 3ow equation, non-linear
PDEs with <rst-order time derivatives arise in geomechanical, hydrological and geothermal
studies, as well as in other areas of engineering and science. In many cases, strong non-
linearity, stability or implementation considerations favour a simple and robust low-order
method, or there may be a legacy of backward Euler codes in current use. The proposed
adaptive error control and stepsize variation methodology hence presents an attractive oppor-
tunity to improve applied numerical methods for the solution of PDEs in other engineering
and scienti<c applications.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A practical approach for improving the mathematical accuracy and computational e=ciency
of temporal numerical simulations of unsaturated 3ows has been presented. Although typical
time stepping algorithms for Richards equation disregard derivative data from previous time
steps, it is advantageous to make use of this information. Existing and new software based on
the backward Euler scheme can be equipped with simple and inexpensive error control and
adaptive stepsize selection. Second-order temporal accuracy and improved initial estimates for
the non-linear solver are then obtained at minimal additional cost. The resulting algorithm
is robust, fully automated and capable of accurate and e=cient solution of the highly non-
linear Richards equation in the context of an engineering application. The simplicity and
generality of the proposed methodology make it accessible to practitioners in hydrogeology,
water resources and other areas of environmental engineering and applied science.
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